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THIRTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
MASSACHUSETTS COMMISSION
AGAINST DISCRIMINATION
INTRODUCTION
Ag-ainst the backdrop of Little Rock and the intensification of the cold war as a
result of scientific advances, with its subtle civil rights overtones, the MCAD in the
past year found itself in an important period of consolidation; exploration with a
sensitive 1957 housing law and steady progress toward its constant goals of the com-
plete elimination of discrimination in the fields of employment, public housing and
publicly assisted private housing, education and public accommodations.
No significant law was passed in the period covered by the MCAD's current annual
report although it is vital to underscore that the Commission now includes within its
jurisdiction the enforcement of more anti-discrimination laws than any other similar
body in the thirteen states which have such statutes.
Complete success in every endeavor could not be claimed by the Commission and
there was even discouragement with the relatively small jurisdictional areas which the
publicly assisted private housing law of 1957 brought under the Commission's super-
vision.
In areas such as education, difficult problems were resolved after study, consulta-
tion and careful deliberation — such as the affirmation of the Commission's require-
ment that photographs be eliminated on college application blanks. This interpreta-
tion of the Fair Educational Practices Act was opposed by a small but important
number of institutions of higher learning which subsequently agreed to cooperate with
.
the ruling for the time being.
It would be impossible to thank everyone who counseled with and cooperated whole-
heartedly with the Commission in the period under consideration. However the
efforts on state and community levels of our eight advisory councils, numerous con-
• ferees and many interested organizations should be noted. Without this type of con-
tinuing assistance from such influential quarters sound consolidation and progress
could not have been achieved in the past year.
ADMINISTRATION OF THE LAWS
1. Enforcing the Law
When a case is brought by an individual or his attorney, it is assigned to one of
the commissioners and a field representative. The field representative interviews
people, studies records and eventually reports the facts which he discovers to the
investigating commissioner who calls- the interested parties into conference and tries
to settle the matter on an informal basis. If necessary, the Commission has the power
to subpoena. If a matter cannot be settled in the conference period it is referred to
the other two commissioners for a hearing which may be public or private.
2. Investigations
An investigation deals with a situation which does not begin with a formal com-
plaint from an individual, but it must relate to instances where trouble is manifest
and can be traced to the factors of race, religious creed, national origin, age or
ancestry and so is of concern to the Commission. The Commission recognizes what
it considers to be a danger signal and tries to straighten out the matter in a coopera-
tive manner. The information which triggers the investigation may come from a
reputable source or agency or may be an incident involving an organization exempted
from the provisions of the statutes. Under such circumstances the Commission in-
4vites people to a conference stating the reason for such an invitation. At no time has
such an invitation been ignored. The majority of such conferences are successful but
failures are not unknown.
3. Education
The educational program attempts to acquaint the general community with the work
of the Commission to the end that public understanding, sympathy and support may
be stimulated and the services given by the Commission may be made clear. (For
amplification see section on Educational Activities.)
A List of Civil Rights Statutes Administered by the Commission
Chapter 368 of the Legislative Acts of 1946 brought into being the original Fair
Employment Practice Commission as well as the Fair Employment Practice Law,
Chapter 151B of the General Laws.
AMENDMENTS
Chapter 479 of the Legislative Acts of 1950 changed the name of the Commission
to its present one, Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination, and also^ in-
creased the scope and jurisdiction of the Commission by placing within its province
the administration of the Public Accommodations Statute and the Public Housing
Statute.
Chapter 697 of the Legislative Acts of 1950 increased the scope of the fair employ-
ment practice statute to include age, defined as 45 to 65.
Chapter 437 of the Legislative Acts of 1953 further defined a place of public accom-
modation, resort or place of amusement.
Chapter 274 of the Legislative Acts of 1955 provided that any person seeking a bond
or surety bond conditioned upon the faithful performance of his duties shall not be
required to furnish information as to^ his race, color, religious creed, national origin
or ancestry in applying for such a bond.
Chapter 334 of the Legislative Acts of 1956 provided for the transfer of the juris-
diction of the Fair Educational Practices Law from the Board of Education to the
Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination.
Chapter 426 of the Legislative Acts of 1957 provided that no person or group of
persons may be denied the sale, rental or lease of private housing which is publicly
assisted, because of their race, creed, color or national origin.
ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES
Complaints and Investigations
This report covers the period from December 1, 1957 to November 30, 1958.
The Commission, during this time, received and processed 293 matters involving
discrimination based on race, color, religious creed, national origin, age or ancestry.
The Commission stafif conferred with officials of 640 business concerns throughout
the Commonwealth.
The purpose of these conferences was to minimize the possibilities of violation, of
the law by ofifering instructions, interpretations, answers to specific questions and
general information pertaining to the statutes ; to review employment application
forms and hiring policies and to obtain compliance with the posting of the summary
of the law in a conspicuous place on the premises.
Of the 640 employers conferred with, 170 were found to have unlawful inquiries
on employment application forms. For the most part the unlawful inquiries dealt
with the age of the applicant. The forms were corrected.
Age Amendment
The Commission employs a system of screening help wanted advertisements of
Massachusetts newspapers for possible violations of the age amendment.
Notices are sent to the employers and employment agencies specifying the viola-
tions noted and requesting written answers for determination as to whether the age
specification was based on a bona fide occupational qualification.
5422 such notices were sent out during the past year. Eighteen employers requested
exemptions on the ground that age was a bona fide job quahfication. All of the
exemption requests were refused for lack of sufficient evidence to warrant the grant-
ing of an exemption.
Places of Public Accommodation
The Commission annually reviews the advertising materials used by places of public
accommodation located within the Commonwealth. This year the materials of 851
resorts, hotels and motels were examined and all were found to be free of any phrase-
ology implying limitations based upon religion, color or race. Complaints, however,
continue to come to the Commission alleging racial or religious discrimination on
the part of some places of public accommodation. The Commission as part of its
continuing educational program for 1959 has prepared an official poster to be dis-
played in a conspicuous location on the premises of all places of public accommodation.
The poster reads as follows :
"This is a place of
PUBLIC ACCOMMODATION
Our accommodations and facilities are available to all orderly persons.
This establishment is a place of public accommodation, according to the Mass-
achusetts Law Against Discrimination, Chapter 272, Section 98, of the General
Laws, as amended.
The Law Prohibits Us From Discriminating Against Persons Because Of
Their Religion, Color Or Race.
It is the declared policy of this establishment to serve all orderly persons on
their request, without discrimination because of religion, color or race.
This notice provided for distribution by the Massachusetts Commission Against
Discrimination, 41 Tremont Street, Boston. Telephone CApitol 7-3111."
Illustrative of the public accommodations cases handled during the past year are
the following
:
Hotels
Complainants, an interracial couple, alleged that a written confirmation which they
had for a double room for one week was not honored by the owner of respondent
I
hotel when they appeared to pick up their reservations. The owner at first claimed
I
that the reservations w^ere for a different date but upon complainants' insistence that
he recheck his records he verified that the reservations were for the date stated by
complainants. The ow^ner then stated that he could give them no accommodations in
I
the hotel proper, but would put them up in a cottage in the rear. He promised them
I that he would see if he could give them something better in the morning. Complain-
ants found the cottage quite unacceptable and when they were unable to get quarters
in the hotel itself in the morning, they left.
The owner insisted to the Commission that Negroes were welcome at respondent
hotel and that six had stayed there that summer. His actions in the instant case were
based upon his "shock" at seeing an interracial couple. When informed that the
public accommodation law protected such couples from discrimination, he agreed to
abide by the law in the future and to write a letter of apology to the complainants,
which letter would also include an invitation to them to enjoy the full facilities of
the respondent upon their next visit to Cape Cod. (PVlll-II-C )
.
Complainants in the foregoing case, upon being denied suitable accommodations,
sought the advice and counsel of a local priest. He referred them to the Cape Cod
representative of the Commission, who made reservations for them by phone at an-
other hotel. When they appeared to check in and it was learned that they were an
interracial couple the manager sought to discourage them from registering. He ad-
mitted his obligation under the law but felt their presence would be injurious to busi-
ness. He reached for a telephone book and offered to help them find accommodations
elsewhere. Complainant-wife felt they had been humiliated and insisted to her hus-
band that they leave.
The manager feared the objections his sizeable southern clientele would make to
liis granting accommodations to an interracial couple. Respondent agreed to the in-
6vestigating commissioner's insistence that he make his facilities available to all in the
future without distinction to race. He also agreed to send a letter to the complain-
ants apologizing for his behavior and assuring them they would be welcome as guests
at the respondent. (PVlll-lO-C).
Motels
Complainant, a Negro, alleged that she had made reservations for a party of six.
Upon arrival at the motel the manager denied any phone call had been made. Com-
plainant claimed that she saw a notation confirming her call on the manager's desk.
In conferences with the investigating commissioner, agents of the respondent stead-
fastly denied that any call had been made to the respondent on the morning in ques-
tion.
In further defense, respondent produced the names of two Negroes who were
alleged to have recently shared the facilities of the motel. A check with them threw
a cloud upon respondent's disavowals of a discriminatory policy. One of the Negroes,
upon arriving to pick up a reservation made for him by a white friend, was told that
there was no vacancy even though the vacancy sign was up.
When verification of complainant's telephone call was made pursuant to Federal
Communications Commission regulations, the investigating commissioner entered a
finding of probable cause to credit the allegations of the complainant. The respondent
was required to furnish a statement of a non-discriminatory policy to be followed in
the future and to issue an apology to the complainant. (PV111-9-C).
Dance Studio
Complainant, a Negro, alleged that he had received a telephone call from respondent
informing him that he had won two free dance lessons and a practice session. When
he arrived with his wife at the dance studio at the appointed hour to receive his les-
sons he was told that respondent had no knowledge of any call being placed to him.
When complainant persisted, he and his wife were given a half hour lesson and told
they would be contacted furtlier in regard to the second lesson. While at the studio,
complainant's wife inquired how much it would cost per lesson if they chose to con-
tinue with the instructions. She was informed that it would cost $14.50 per half hour
for the two of them. The following day complainant's wife inquired by phone about
the cost of lessons. She was informed that for six lessons the price would be $14.00.
Investigation revealed that the respondent studio has over 100 different types of
courses and rates. The $14.50 per half hour rate quoted to complainant's wife was
standard for students already taking instruction. The six lesson rate quoted over the
phone did not apply to anyone who was taking instruction under the free contest plan
which first brought complainants to the studio.
The respondent submitted a statement to the Commission affirming that it would
operate in conformance with the Public Accommodations Law. In addition, complain-
ant was offered an opportunity to continue with the free lessons he had won and also
to take whatever future lessons he might desire at the same rates offered to all others.
(PV111-4-C).
Public Dance
Complainant, a Negro, alleged that he had been refused admission to a dance ad-
vertised in the daily newspapers as a public one. When he attempted to enter the
dance hall with his companion he was asked if he was a member of the club giving
the dance and his attention was directed to a sign on a table which said "members
only." He went to protest to the management of the hotel at which the dance was
held. When he returned the "members only" sign was down and white couples were
being admitted without any inquiries being made of their membership status.
Investigation revealed that dances sponsored by respondent were open to the general
public and that anyone could become a "member" of the club by paying the admission
fee of the dance.
Respondent agreed not to use the membership dodge to bar Negroes from dances
in the future and was required to instruct all of its personnel about the Public Accom-
modation Law's mandate that all persons be admitted to its dances without discrimina-
tion because of religion, color, or race. (PV11-9-C).
Public Housing
Studies of occupancy and the methods of tenant selection of various Public Housing
Authorities are made each year.
This year the following Housing Authorities were studied:
1. Boston 6. New Bedford
2. Brockton 7. Pittsfield
3. Cambridge 8. Plymouth
4. Falmouth 9. Springfield
5. Holyoke 10. Worcester
State Program
BOSTON HOUSING AUTHORITY
No. of Units Occupied No. of Non-White Families
1957 1958
Broadway 941 10 12
Camden Street 72 72 72
Commonwealth 639 18 18
Fanueil 258 2 2
Fairmount 202
Archdale 288 8 5
Orient Heights 353 4 5
Gal livan Boulevard 251
Franklin Field 504 19 20
South Street 132
Total 3,640 133 134
Federal Program
1957 1958
Charlestown 1,117 3
Mission Hill 1,019
Lenox Street* 306 306 302
Orchard Park 745 93 100
South End 498 241 253
Heath Street 405 13 15
East Boston 411
Franklin Hill Avenue 372 14 16
Whittier Street 197 180 185
Washington and Beech Streets 274 4 3
Mission Hill Extension 567 314 386
Bromley Park 690 110 158
Columbia Point 1,407 103 137
Old Harbor Village 989
Old Colony 847 3 2
Total 9,844 1,381 1,560
*Lenox Street Development has one white family in occupancy.
3 units unoccupied.
BROCKTON HOUSING AUTHORITY
State Program No. of Units Occupied No. of Non-White Families
1957 1958
219 6 6
Federal Program 100 7 9
CAMBRIDGE HOUSING AUTHORITY
State Program No. of Units Occupied No. of Non-White Families
1957 1958
Woodrow Wilson Court 69 3 2
Jefferson Park 109 4 6
Lincoln \\''ay 60 3 2
Roosevelt Towers 228 9 23
Jackson Gardens 46 ...... , .
Jefferson Park Extension 1
1
1 i
X. Oldl 712
:joH ^niwoITioilloriJ is,:
4.4
Is
Federal Program
1957
W^O cVlin or+r\ri H^Ittic>\ dbllllJ^LUIl J_^1H13 Oo oo
Putnam Gardens 123 42 43
New Towne Court 294 8 10
Corcoran 152 4 3
Total 893 92 94
FALMOUTH HOUSING AUTHORITY
State PrograM'^>:j Xo. of Units Occupied N'o. of Non-White Families
i^v 1957 tcv/L;S2s5&
Amvets Avenue -"^ 50 P^'^^^ ivJj^t^O
Mayflower - 24 ijrl£9V/nomu^J
2 iisonfi'^
Total 74 3 3
"
HOLYOKE HOUSING AUTHORITY
State Program Xo. of Units Occupied No. of Non-White Families
-ci. i957^^5iJ- 1958
Beaudoin Village
!Minnie R. Dwight Village
Total
Federal Program
Jackson Parkway
Lyman Terrace
Total
219
42
261
219
167
386
IBTOT
1957 1958
0.,
. ,
NEW BEDFORD HOUSING AUTHORITY
State Program
Parkdale
Blue Meadows
Nashmont
Crest^aew-Westwood
Total . f
Federal Program
No. of Units Occupied No. of Non-White' Pamilies
^^^^ i^,f?ejSniij^^
150 13 13^
80
_
Q
,
-Oq
2 vnofoO mo75
405
Bay Village
Presidential Heights
-riHOHTUA OV
Brickenwood
Westlawn ^wtitiO %h
Total
200
200
300
200
900
18 18
""''^'^i^^iin^ 1^58
119 136
:oT^DOHa s ^1
34i/AMD-..:.-i36^--
191180
State Program
^ Wilson Park
Federal Program
Victory Hill
PITTSFIELD HOUSING AUTHORITY " '
No. of Units Occupied No. of Non-White Families
1957,,^, 1958
126 O
"
^
m 99
9PLYMOUTH HOUSING AUTHORITY
State Program No. of Units Occupied No. of Non-White Families
1957 1958
Olmstead Terrace and Standish Court' ' 40'""' ' '
^ SPRINGFIELD HOUSING AUTHORITY - -rr't ,
State Program No. of Units Occupied No. of Non-White Families
1957 1958
Reed Village 200^^^'^^^'^- 13 13
Robinson Gardens 136 ' 6 ' - ^6 '
Duggan Park .'ij^supai 196 ^jA t>di 6 iuoS"
Carpe Diem i £ ladl 7S J 3di lo 1 ' Ziloq
• Jnsbul?. 1 3ii1 ^tJno
Total 'RDub3. T.} 607 Tsbriu - 26 26Ginu
Federal Program
. Lrtr^rmohaq odi . .
^^5;..' i^b^-^p^^ ^
Lucy Mallory Village
. 34. - ,r . ,^ . . ^-r $ -,, -)> Closed
WORCESTER HOUSING AUTHORITY ^
State Progr^o^v. Nlol^fyJJnits Occupied -Me. ^rtif, Non-White Families
^r'i ^.hwTjd: 1957 1958
Curtis Apartment"'- 390 /wIod 3 3
Lakeside Apartments 204 - ^nimonab n ^ ^
George F. Booth Memorial Apartments 75 "-^ ^^"P'^ avsj ll£n2 .D^.-p
Total , . 669 .^^^^^'voiq
isriJiu} Ojcl loiqLd':^
Federal Program — : norJnj
t?nfK-9K ^tKrrifninogrh 9?fvrt9rilo lo Jimil lo abi^SI? oT (-^^
Great Brook Valley Gardens 6Q0iimbR -gnH^D?. znosiff^ 10 n9sh20
Fair Educational Practices
Pressures for entrance into our educational institutions continue to mount with the
expectation that the next decade will find double the present number of students seek-
ing entrance to our colleges and universities. With present facilities, the latter will
have to reject thousands of otherwise qualified youngsters although there is hope and
evidence that the educational world will gird itself and find support on both public
and private levels to meet this crisis.
Nevertheless, such a situation necessitates that the MCAD, \vithin the scope of its
own interest, continues to give strong attention to the Fair Educational Practices Act,
passed in Massachusetts in 1949 and originally administered by the State Department
of Education but, since 1956, transferred to the jurisdiction of the Commission,
In the past year, for instance, long after a public hearing held on May 17, 1957,
at the State House in which the MCAD consulted with interested parties on its own
interpretation of fair educational practices in Massachusetts, opposition developed in
the ranks of a small number albeit important institutions of higher learning which
contested the Commission's ruling that photographs should be eliminated in application
blanks until after a student had been accepted for entrance to the institution. The
MCAD, employing long precedent in the field of fair employment practices where
photographs are ruled off employment application forms until a prospective employee
is actually hired, felt strongly that a student's photograph did constitute a possible
"written inquiry" concerning race, religion, color or national origin. This type of
written inquiry is specifically prohibited by the statute. The Commission was not
unmindful that there was some benefit to be reaped by the use of photographs since
a few institutions had stated that they actually sought minority groups' students but
were handicapped at being unable to ascertain immediately whether, for instance, a
person was a Negro, and also that there were professional advantages, for purposes
of identification or recall, which admissions officers found so important in the discharge
of their duties. Neverthless, the Commission felt that such profit could be out-
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weighed by a return to intolerant policies on the part of others who might bow to
pressures and greet the reappearance of photographs on application blanks as the signal
to evade the law.
So moot was the problem that not all members of the MCAD were in complete
agreement. However, it is pertinent to note that the MCAD, before reaching a final
decision in this matter, had asked the office of the late Attorney General, George
Fingold, for an informal opinion on whether the Commission was, indeed, acting within
its proper bounds in this interpretation of the fair educational practices law.
In a reply to the chairman of the MCAD, dated December 20, 1957, Asst. Attorney
General Samuel W. Gaffer wrote as follows :
"Your recent letter to the Attorney General requesting an opinion regarding the
policy and interpretation of the Commission, that a request for a photograph by edu-
cational institutions, before the prospective student is accepted for admission, is an
unfair educational practice under the 'Fair Educational Practices Act', has been
handed to me for attention. I do not think your request requires a formal opinion,
but in order to assist you in the performance of your duties I shall advise you in-
formally as follows
:
(St. 1949 c. 726 as amended by St. 1956 c. 334)
(G. L. (Ter. Ed.) c. 151C) provides:
"Section 1. Declaration of Policy. — It is hereby declared to be the policy of
the Commonwealth that the American ideal of equality of opportunity requires
that students otherwise qualified, be admitted to educational institutions without
regard to race, color, religion, creed or national origin, except that, with regard
to religious or denominational educational institutions, students, otherwise quali-
fied, shall have the equal opportunity to attend therein without discrimination
because of race, color or national origin . . .
Chapter 151C further provides:
Section 2. It shall be an unfair educational practice for an educational insti-
tution: —
(a) To exclude or limit or otherwise discriminate against any United States
citizen or citizens seeking admission as students to such institution because of
race, religion, creed, color or national origin.
(c) To cause to be made any written or oral inquiry concerning the race,
religion, color or national origin of a person seeking admission except that . . .
This section is not intended to limit or prevent an educational institution from
using any criteria other than race, religion, color or national origin in the ad-
mission of students.
The question is —
'Has the Commission abused its discretion or acted arbitrarily or capriciously
or otherwise not in accordance with law in ruling that a request for a photo-
graph before the prospective student is accepted for admission is an unfair edu-
cational practice imder the "Fair Educational Practices Act ?" ' Prior to St.
1956 c. 334 the administration of the Fair Educational Practices Act was in the
Department of Education and on August 10, 1956, was transferred to the Com-
mission Against Discrimination.
"I have studied the 'Bulletin of Policies and Interpretations (January 1954)
of the Massachusetts Department of Education' entitled 'Equality of Educa-
tional Opportunity*, the Bulletin of Policies, Interpretations, Rules and Regu-
lations of your commission, relating to Fair Educational Practices, promulgated,
after a public hearing. May 17, 1957, and I have compared G. L. (Ter. Ed.) c.
151B and 'Policies of the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination'
relating to employment practices (1946 to date).
"A statute must be interpreted according to the legislative intent appearing
from the language thereof in connection with the subject matter and the object
to be accomplished. Here the legislature specifically made a declaration of
policy that 'students otherwise qualified be admitted to educational institutions
without regard to race, color, religion, creed or national origin . . .', and further
declared that an exclusion, limitation or discrimination because of race, religion,
creed, color or national origin or to cause to be made any written . . . inquiry
concerning same was an unfair educational practice for an educational insti-
tution.
"General Laws (Ter. Ed.) c. 4 section 7, thirty eighth, provides that in con-
struing statutes * "written" and "in writing" shall include printing, engraving.
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lithographing and any other mode of representing words and letters' with a
special provision relating to a 'written signature'.
"See also Assessors of Boston vs. Neal 311 Mass. 192, 194
'The word "photograph" is a combination of the Greek words photos, mean-
ing light, and graphos, meaning writing, and a photograph is a light writing.'
"Alpers vs. United States 175 F2d 137, 138
"It appears that the statute is intended to prohibit the requirement of any
form of information from which an educational institution might determine the
race, creed, color or national origin of a student applicant. A picture could
disclose the race, creed, color or national origin of a person, information which
the statute forbids and would appear to come within the reference to 'written
f ... inquiry' prohibited in section 2 (c) of said chapter 15 IC.
"If it should be contended that the language of the statute is doubtful, then a
construction put upon it or similar languag-e by your commission is strong evi-
dence of its meaning. See Malaguti vs. Rosen 262 Mass. 555, 563 ; Scott vs.
Civil Service Commissioner 272 Mass. 237, 241.
"I am therefore of the opinion that a policy or interpretation by your com-
mission that a request for a photograph by educational institutions before a
prospective student is accepted for admission, is an unfair educational practice
under the Fair Educational Practices Act, seems to be well within the phrase-
ology of chapter 15 IC."
The Commission also conferred with its State Advisory Council on the problem and
was encouraged when that body gave unequivocal support to the Commission's inter-
pretation of the place of photographs on application blanks.
With the inclusion of the Fair Educational Practices Act under the aegis of the
Commission since 1956, it became of vital interest to the Commission to ascertain the
extent of teaching going on in the secondary schools of the Commonwealth on the
subject of civil rights. A number of years ago, a pamphlet entitled "Discrimination
— Danger to Democracy" had been circulated in the schools and its author. Dr.
Thomas J. Curtin, Director of The Division of Civic Education, State Department of
Education, kindly consented to bring the document up to date so that a new supply
could be made available by the Commission to a large number of secondary schools,
both public and private. Nearly 5,000 copies were thus recently placed in about fifty
schools ; and social science teachers especially were found very eager to have such
prepared and authoritative information available for instructional purposes.
During the past year, these schools were frequently visited by the Commission's
field representative for fair educational practices, and in his observations of the
courses of instruction, he could report that Alassachusetts' students are receiving
creditable instruction in the fields relating to civil rights.
The Commission also received permission from the Division of Educational Refer-
ence of Purdue University, LaFayette, Indiana to study the results of a nation-wide
poll which has annually been conducted by the Purdue Opinion Panel.
Questions about discrimination were included in their Poll Number 52, the original
ones asked in 1951 now being repeated to find out whether there had been significant
changes of opinion.
The poll was circulated throughout the entire nation and although only about 9,000
persons were selected to take part, it is believed by the panel that the results are an
excellent cross-section barometer of how young people in grades ten, eleven and
twelve are thinking. In the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, returns were accepted
from about 1,000 students representing high schools in industrial cities, rural and
urban residential communities.
The Commission has studied the results of the poll and is convinced that the Massa-
chusetts reactions indicate that the spirit of "Fair play" does prevail in our schools.
It might also be deduced that our young people have been influenced by : the success-
ful operation of fair practices legislation in employment, education, housing and public
accommodations ; an awareness through good instruction and available material of the
meaning of progressive legislation and sympathetic enforcement of these laws ; a more
wholesome attitude throughout the state regarding favorable consideration of thq
rights of minorities.
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The fact that a more generous attitude is indicated on the part of students in senior
classes seems to indicate that the realization of our group obligations has accom-
panied the maturing process in the schools.
It would be wrong to conclude that the job of combatting discrimination is done.
However, some unfavorable reactions to the poll indicate that there are still percent-
ages which cling to prejudice.
Nonetheless, the results of the poll plus the almost complete elimination of any dis-
criminator}^ questions on the application blanks of colleges, universities, professional
schools and secondary schools in Massachusetts illustrate the marked willingness of
most educational authorities to cooperate with the substantive meaning of Fair Edu-
cational Practices Act. The future seems especially bright and what with the aid of
competent teaching at secondary school levels, many of our teen-agers should experi-
ence an even healthier improvement in their attitudes toward civil rights issues.
An extract from the Purdue Opinion Poll showed the following
:
SummM^ i3noi;=.immo: .
-rr
le Do you think some racial or religious groups should be prevented from living in
^v::' certain sections of cities?
.
'^ National 30% agreed 70% disagreed 'JfiiH ifinoiiBDub/i ini'd sfii >
Strongest disagreement from Grade X ".DrEI igjqsrb lo
^^i Massachusetts 19% agreed 81% disagreed h-. oaJ.s nobai.^nc.
Strongest disagreement from Grade rrarl-.v bsgr.-^
2. Are Jews a Racial group? .T^otonq lo -odq arfj l
National 27-32% agreed 29-35% undecided ic"^ ff36% disagreed
Strongest agreement from Grade XII srnBos'd
Strongest disagreement from Grade XI '
^^'^ Massachusetts 30-35% agreed 19-24% undecided 43-53% disagreed '
-
-•iG ,io:. ; Strongest agreement from Grade XI - -y--.. . v. -
io Jfwml-icqsa 3.^
-Strongest disagreement from Grade XII ^liQ .nrj-m3 .T. gcmoriT
3/-' Should there be laws against marriage between persons of different races?
_
National 34-40% agreed 21-25% undecided 31-40% disagreed
j''"-
' Strongest agreement from Grade XII
f oisz 9VKr{ • Strongest disagreement from Grade XI
Massachusetts 10-12% agreed 15-20% undecided 67-69% disagreed
- Strongest agreement from Grade X '^'^'^"^ r-r.^iy
;rij lo i-.A-y.hvri':. Strongest disagreement from Grade XII •y-fiiUiib::vV;^i iyy.
4? - Sh^Id'H^e lifriit and control immigration of foreigners into this'^ctiuHtry "as'-hSffih '
as we do? ^kfBtrbar
National 59-68% agreed 23-30% undecided ^ 11-14% disagreed*^ '
3bf7/-noi}nn Strongest agreement from Grade XII lavinU subiu*^! 'ic
Strongest disagreement from Grade X {ilsM- - "^^
\crMassachusetts 51-64% agreed 21-32% undecideidbifni-ir;?12-27% disagreed
jfiiioi. c^r - Strongest agreement from Grade X
Strongest disagreement from Grade XII
50.'"The Purpose of Brotherhood Week is; ^n- ji/origijoinj i^'yu-Aiiyio c£n ji.vq
n; A. To make us forget our differences vgrf Yt .tiK'T ')>'n? h^ilW[5r> 9737/ -
bni\ i^. National 50-56% Massachusetts 57-60% - ^oid tri^^
fjg-fBi.',- To make us proud of our own group but have respect to others? Hj ^t'?
Is:,.' National 23-27% Massachusetts 20-23%
C. To make us tolerant of those who do not believe as we do
:
National 7.5-8% r Massachusetts 10t24%
r.D.r, Do not know: , •
-^,r
'
' National 10-13% Massachusetts 7-9%
6. Should pupils of all races and nationalities attend school together everywhere in
this country?
^'^cNational 51% agreed 22-25% undecided 25-28% disagreed
oth to no?j Strongest agreement from Grade X j JuoilguoiriJ dbisl-
Strongest disagreement from Grade XI
.s--'-^'
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Massachtiseffs 68-81% agreed 20% undecided ' '11% disagreed
Strongest agreement from Grade XII
Strongest disagreement from Grade XI
7. Would you favor a law in your State which requires employers to hire a person
if he is qualified for a job regardless of his race, religion or color?
National 62-67% agreed 14-16% undecided 16-20% disagreed
Strongest agreement from Grade X • iie noilsgiJ^iaYni t;
Strongest disagreement from Grade XII " / ^.^
Massachusetts 70-80% agreed 8-12% undecided 12-19% disagreed
Strongest agreement from Grade XI
Strongest disagreement from Grade X jyg^q-^jg
Publicly-Assisted Housing
On September 5, 1957 Massachusetts joined New York, New Jersey, Oregon and
Washington in banning discrimination in the sale, lease or rental of private housing
accommodations which are publicly assisted. The Legislation setting forth the Com-
monwealth's public policy in this area was placed under the administration of the
MCAD. Publicly-Assisted housing is defined in the law as including all housing
accommodations in housing which is constructed after July 1, 1950 and which is
either tax exempt in whole or in part, or which is constructed under the federal gov-
ernment's urban renewal program or upon land acquired through the Coinmonwealth's
power of condemnation. After October 1, 1957 housing accommodations located in
multiple dwellings of three or more families which receive FHA or VA assistance
are also defined as publicly assisted as are single housing units receiving FHA or VA
aid which are located in a development of ten or more contiguous units.
In the twelve months since the law's enactment, relatively few complaints have
been filed with the Commission. The reasons for the dearth of complaints are not
hard to find. Almost no apartment houses anywhere in the Commonwealth are
covered by the law. Information made available by the Federal Housing Authority
reveals that only one apartment house has been constructed since the law's effective
date by builders using FHA mortgage guarantee. For all practical purposes, there-
fore, a person discriminated against in the rental of an apartment has no effective
remedy under the existing legislation at the present time. A person wishing to buy
a home in a suburban development fares somewhat better if the developer has either
used FHA mortages, guarantees to build or offers his homes for sale under FHA or
VA mortgage guarantee programs.
Both before and since the passage of the publicly-assisted housing law the Com-
mission has received complaints grounded upon private housing discrimination. The
Commission's policy has been to investigate these complaints and to attempt to use
its good offices to conciliate them. Because the field of private housing is outside
the Commission's enforcement jurisdiction, efforts at conciliation have been largely
without success. It is to be noted that this lack of success in regard to private hous-
ing is not at all typical of the Commission's experiences in other fields over which
it lacks enforcement powers. :iC?/io [£(ioiicoubo briB IsinatEii
In the past year the Commission has received thirteen sworn complaints charging
color discrimination in private housing. In only three of these did the Commission
have jurisdiction. All three cases were against suburban developers and are still
open at the time of this report. The ten complaints over which jurisdiction was lack-
ing all dealt with rental discrimination. In one of these the Commission was able
to persuade the landlord to rent to the complainant and in another it was successful
in securing a promise from an apartment house owner that he would rent without
discrimination in the future.
^^IM^'P^"^ ynon^, ,oiiRouh3 .e.^ni.ud to
November 10, 1946 to November 30, 1958 -hrtv-- >noi.tr,l3T
CttMKLAiNTSTijbol ,noij£ioqooo 3tBj8-i3}n; bDylovm osIb r_5'jn3~iotno-j s-. niriT
Initiated and receiv^';:.?^;;L:^mo8 to fi^vs Ims qldznohe.
Closed after formal hearing' l.9.^..,^^.{f.^...23?^^^^^^ 3 '^'1?:?'.
Closed after investigation and cohfereiice 868
''
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Closed for lack of probable cause 496
Closed for lack of jurisdiction 51
Withdrawn 82
Pending investigation and conference 42
Investigations Without Formal Complaint:
Initiated by the Commission 729
Closed after investigation and conference 577
Closed for lack of probable cause 127
Transferred to complaint 4
Pending investigation and conference 21
Regulating and Supervising Age Amendment :
Pending investigation and conference 19 563
Closed for lack of probable cause 22
Closed after investigation and conference 522
TOTAL 2834
Nature of Complaints and Investigations :
Based upon alleged color discrimination 1059
Based upon alleged religious discrimination 277
Based upon alleged discrimination because of race 47
Based upon alleged discrimination because of national origin 294
Based upon alleged discrimination because of ancestry 32
Based upon alleged discrimination because of age 1125
Type of Complaints and Investigations :
Against employers 2272
Against employment agencies 131
Against labor unions 34
Others 51
Public Accommodations 165
Newspaper Advertising 145
Public Housing 13
Fair Educational Practices 3
Publicly Assisted Housing 20
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES
Inquiries
465 individuals visited the Commission office to make inquiries concerning their
rights and obligations under the provisions of the Civil Rights statutes.
Speaking Engagements
Eighty- four speaking engagements were filled during the year. Participating were
the members of the Commission and staff. These appearances before civic, religious,
fraternal and educational organizations enable the Commission to extend the scope of
its educational program.
Conferences
The Commission maintains an open-door policy on conferences with individuals
and organizations having problems that fall within the jurisdiction of this state
agency. It has found that frank discussion with all parties concerned has proven
to be a most effective and beneficial means of straightening out troublesome situa-
tions.
In carrying out this policy the Commission held 275 conferences with representatives
of business, education, minority groups, labor, civic organizations and community
relations councils.
Thirteen of these conferences also invoked interstate cooperation, federal — state
and intergroup relationship and even discussion of some international matters involv-
ing human rights. A list of these conferences and topics discussed follows
:
William A. Darkey, Jr., Research Director, Equal Opportunity Commission of Haiti-
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more. Topic: Employment Discrimination Because of Age.
Miss Jeanette Croteau, Washington, D. C. School System. Topic: Administration
of Fair Educational Practices.
William T. Stansbury, Human Relations Consultant, Federal Housing Administra-
tion. Topic: Methods of Cooperation in the Administration of the Private
Housing Publicly Assisted Law.
Russell Leavitt, Deputy Commissioner, New Hampshire State Department of Educa-
tion, Topic : Fair Educational Practices Administration.
Charles Leavitt, President, Board of Trustees, American Secondary Schools, Beirut,
Lebanon. Topic: Fair Educational Practices in Massachusetts,
Professor Milton L Konvitz, Cornell Law School; Theodore Leskes, Cotmsel for the
American Jewish Committee ; Milo Manley, Deputy Director, Pennsylvania Fair
Employment Practices Commission. Topic : Compliance Function of New Jersey
Division Against Discrimination.
Hon. Irene White, Member, House of Parliament. Topic : Proposed law in England
regarding places of public accommodation.
Charles E. Haines, Director, Employment and Retirement Section National Com-
mittee on the Aging. Topic : The need for legislation for senior citizens.
E. A. Vasey, Finance Minister of Kenya. Topic : Civil Rights legislation.
Annual Conference of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People.
Annual Conference of the National Association of Intergroup Relations Officials.
Conference of Commission Against Discrimination, Denver, Colorado. Thirteen
State Conference on Civil Rights.
New York Conference of Governors of Civil Rights States. Fair Employment
Practices at Work in Twelve States,
Council Activities
The Commission is ver>' proud of its eight advisory councils which assist it in edu-
cational work. The Councils are made up of distinguished citizens well known for
their civic interests. They translate the Commission to their respective communities
and they keep the MCAD aware of what is going on in their areas. If tensions begin
to develop or misunderstandings arise they are alert to report them in order that
constructive action may be taken to prevent serious trouble. In this role they have
been singularly successful. Besides this responsibility the Councils have shown a
special interest this year in the 1957 legislation dealing with private housing publicly
assisted.
State Advisory Council
The chief responsibility of this Council is to consult with the Commission on items
of major policy.
Such an item was the Commission's deliberations on whether or not photographs
might be accepted by school authorities before student applicants were admitted. The
Advisory Council agreed with the Commission's decision that such photographs should
not be accepted prior to enrollment. This decision may be reviewed after a year if
the school authorities so request.
Seven Regional Councils
Berkshire County Council Main Activities
Study of twenty-three companies employing over 100 people.
Study of forty-six companies employing under 100 people.
Study of sub-standard housing in one area of Pittsfield.
Study of policies of barber shops in Great Barrington.
Study of houses being sold by the Veterans Administration.
Boston Council Main Activities
Study of placement of graduates of printing trades.
Study of programs of Roxbury Memorial High School, Boston; Boston Trade
School; Rindge Technical School, Cambridge.
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Study of placement of applicants between the ages of 45t65.b3riBoston employment
agencies, both public and private. ^^uurlyuW .uso.yon'j >J)':uf/; .--aU
New Bedford Council Main Activities \
! nr-rnnl.-;
.
'
.
-^
The resignation of the Chairman, The Honorable Atigust C. Taveira, was accepted
with regret. Judge Taveira, who was elevated to the Superior Court, will remain
as a Council member.
;
The Commission was fortunate in the acceptance of the chairmanship by Fred: W.
Steele, Executive Secretary, New Bedford Cotton Manufacturers' Association., , :
He will preside at the fall meeting to be held on December 3rd, 1958 which is
shortly after the closing date, for this,,jeg^t,.^,^ i
.x n;.:ju nJ^.^^Ao~^'i
-rr' North Shore CouNciL^^t^-'"'^'^ •/^IrrfjM oltM ; 3ot^rmfn<5^AmfvA'(iTmT^l¥r'^-^
Seminar held by special committee to discuss opportunities in regard to scholarships
lor college and special training for skilled jobs.
Special committee to continue its small group meetings with young people supplying
the questions they wish answered.
r
•iilj'lll'j'/L jiiJul vuiejaul ,'£C>j U'vi ,<:y,; hil =.-1 aOilHSi^i
Springfield Council ;fp|.,fr>gf to^ b9->rt f>flT ':omoT ^fiTiy,iTiB?.i,-fn
Discussion of New York City Housing Law and its possible impact on Massachu-^
setts. ' '
Preparation of mimeographed digest of integrated housing under construction in
a number of cities throughout the country. ;
-
Study of State Employment Service office relative to placement of applicants aged '
45-65.
Study of private agencies in relation to placement of applicants, 45-65. "3/.
Study of possible discrimination because of color in barber shops and beauty' JSIiSDns.
Worcester Council Main Activities . >
Final report on the 1957 Workshop for Negro Young People. "
Meeting of Commission members, Council representatives and representatives o>f
banks, realtors and home builders to discuss law about private housing pubii^:Jb^ :a§d;
sisted. j -/-irft bn.^
Study of Graphic Arts to discover extent of job opportunities.
Meeting with representatives of the Worcester Relocation Committee in order to
determine what help Council can give in relocating families that have been.,<3felig;^.;i
to move because of Urban Renewal Program.
-r' hij^a-:.
Cape Cod Council Main Activities ' '
The Cape Cod Council this year has been selected for a more detailed report. A
Field Representative in that area has tried to reach every major community agency
with information concerning the policies and responsibilities of the MCAD.
,
The
following paragraphs are quoted from a report made in the fall of this year : ^^^'/'^ ^'
Conferences hotq^oz^s od -
biu. , ' With about, thirty families in Hyannis, Falmouth, ' OstefvillepMashpee
\i 1B9V fi and Harwich. ;
2. With Chairman, Board of Selectmen, Mashpee; Falmouth Enterprise;
Division of Employment Security, Hyannis
;
Cape and Vineyard Electric
Company, Hyannis ; Falmouth Police Department
;
Hyannis Police De-
Pj partment ; Boston Globe correspondent on Cape Cod; Cape Cod Stand-
ard-Times; Chairman, Retail Board of Txade,.^Hy?innis,;^^
ing advice on the filing of complaints.
^T^'rrKqmoD^^^-ynoi to -rbuii
Addresses ; vbujS
Quota Club, Hyannis ; Business and Professional Women's Club, Sotitii
Yarmouth; Lawrence High School, Falmouth; Cape Verdean Club, Fal-
mouth; Board, of Trade, Hyannis; Kiwanis, Hyannis; Weyar Matrons,
West Yarmouth; St. Mary's Chapter, Order of Eastern Star, Hyannis;
Tuesday Night Club, Hyannis; South Shore Citizens Club, Hingham;
Daughters of Isabella, Hyannis; Pilgrim Guild, Duxbury|'50rie -$f6«r
Broadcast, WOCB, West Yarmouth. 'S^'^'f^ : loorb,-.
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Surveys
1. Of school systems and industries in Hyannis, Fahnouth, Provincetown,
Eastham, Wellfleet, Chatham and Orleans. ^ ^
cr'
2. Of Public Housing in Plymouth and Falmouth. .bfa^nafoH .
Public Accommodations \ b^Bv/bH .iG
1. Screening brochures and pieces of literature requested by the Commis-
sion of places of public accommodation, to determine whether or not
there were any phrases indicative of discrimination.
^n'i-3s22!' New motels or places of public accommodation under new management
visited in Hyannis, West Yarmouth, Bass River, Harwichport, Sand-
wich, Sagamore, Falmouth and Dennisport.
Other Activim^^ '
''^x
nuH \b' ^^^^^^^^^ ^'^S^
school students, at their request, as a permanent group
Ai ^
' interested in civil rights statutes. These students were instructed as to
the importance of attitudes, appearance and actions in the business and
educational world in order to meet the competition which they must face.
2. Periodic examinations prepared and given to accustom students to pre-
hiring tests.
State Advisory Council Membership - Ifii-Jnu'i ^ivHa .sIvkQ^^O .-rno/.
John J. Desmond, Jr., Chairman, Draper. Sears ' ^' Company
Dr. Gordon W. Allport, Professor of Psychology, Harvard University
Rt. Rev. Robert P. Barry, LL.D., St. Clement's Parish
Clarence Q. Berger, Dean of University Administration, Brandeis University
Thomas H. Carens, Vice-President, Boston Edison Company
Charles C. Dasey, Retired Manager, Cunard White Star SS Line, Secretary,
Rotary Club of Boston
Rabbi Roland B. Gittlesohn. Temple Israel, Boston
Judge Jacob J. Kaplan, Former President, Boston Bar Association
Dr. Owen B. Kiernan, Commissioner of Education, State Department of Edu-
cation
Rt. Rev. Anson Phelps Stokes, Jr., Bishop, Protestant Episcopal Diocese of
Massachusetts
^ bimooJ
Dean Howard Thurman, Alarsh Chapel, Boston University,
^ jnamYolq
Regional Council Membership jjoSL aiiJ lo nr^miierD ,ddB5I x^ff^^
'
Berkshire County 'T JbwHJo^^.T Iub^
Bruce Crane, Chairman, Crane & Co., Inc., Dalton ' .nRlm3^^^ ludUJ.
Bruno Aron, Proprietor, Festival House, Lenox
Samuel E. Bloomberg, Esq.
Nathaniel S. Brown, Great Barrington "'^
'
James M. Burns, Williams College Visgmo^
Lincoln Cain, Esq., Pittsfield
Robert T. Capeless, General Electric Company, Pittsfield
John E. Coughlin, Painters' Union No. 94, Pittsfield b[o'Lx.ri
Winthrop Murray Crane,' 3rd, Crane & Co., Inc., Dalton ^ biBvicH
John F. Downing, Berkshire Hills Conference, Pittsfield -'^^-^ •j'^ nfitmo'/-
J. Howard Fr>^er, Alember, Berkshire County Council ^'rtnfivH
W. Rankin Furey, President, Berkshire Life Insurance Company ~ ' '
David L. Gunn, Chairman, Executive Board, Berkshire County Branch NAACP
S. Harley Jones, E. B. Jones Manufacturing Company, Pittsfield
Henry Kullas, Manager, Berkshire Joint-Board, Textile Workers Union of
America '"^ -^ -^^ GiuoA ^.<H:L
Albert L. Litano, Member, Berkshire County Council 'doorbP
Hans K. Alaeder, Director, The Stockbridge School, Interlaken '^^''^ •^"^^'^
Feland Arthur Nevers, D.D.S., Pittsfield ' ^^"^^^ ^^^l
George A. Newman, Esq. ''^'^^'}^^\
^^'"l'"^^
nikrjlnU.
.
William J. Nolan, Vice-President, Sprague Electric Cc^mpa^fy-^^ ^ :'r"':0
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Arthur Burnliam Phinney, Unitarian Church, Pittsfield
Miss L. Alberta Pierce, Berkshire County Branch, NAACP
Mrs. Henry N. Rollison, Berkshire County Branch, NAACP
Jay C. Rosenfeld, Temple Anshe Amonim, Pittsfield
James M. Rosenthal, Esq., Pittsfield
Dr. Edward J. Russell, Superintendent of Schools, Pittsfield
Paul A. Tamburello, Esq., Pittsfield
Frank T. Walker, 2nd Vice-President, New England Regional Conference
NAACP
LaFayette W. Walker, Legislative Representative for the Massachusetts
Branches of NAACP
Boston
Carl J. Gilbert, Chuirman, Chairman of the Board, The Gillette Company
Norman H. Abbott, Director, Boston University Placement Service
Julius Bernstein, Executive Secretary, Mass. Labor Committee for Human
Rights
Frederic C. Church, Boit, Dalton & Qiurch
John V. Connolly, Business Manager, Boston Photo Engravers' Union No. 3
Hubert L. Connor, Director of Apprenticeship, Division of Apprentice Train-
ing, Department of Labor & Industries
Norris G. Davis, Davis Funeral Home
John E. Deady, Secretary-Treasurer, Building & Construction Trades Council
of the Metropolitan District
William H. Eastman, Personnel Director, John Hancock Mutual Life Insur-
ance Company
Stephen W. Fardy, Executive Secretary, Boston Allied Printing Trades Council
Harold D. Hodgkinson, Chairman of the Board, Filene's
Ernest A. Johnson, Commissioner, Department of Labor & Industries
Kenneth J. Kelley, Secretary-Treasurer & Legislative Agent, Mass. Federation
of Labor
Stephen E. McCloskey, Secretary-Treasurer, Legislative Agent, Metropolitan
Boston Central Labor Union, AFL-CIO
Albert C. Palmer, New England Telephone & Telegraph Company
Thomas A. Pappas, President, C. Pappas Company, Inc.
Leonard T. Peters, Executive Vice-President & General Manager, Peters Em-
ployment Service, Inc.
Sidney R. Rabb, Chairman of the Board, Stop & Shop, Inc.
Paul T. Rothwell, President, Bay State Milling Company
Arthur Seserman, Executive Secretary, Boston Branch, National Metal Trades
Association
F. Frank Vorenberg, President, Gilchrist Company
Leslie E. Woods, Director of Industrial Relations, Raytheon Manufacturing
Company
Cape Cod
Dr. Lewis Paul Todd, Chairman, Editor, "Social Education"
Harold L. Baker, Chief of Police, Falmouth
Harvard H. Broadbent, Superintendent of Schools, Hyannis
Norman H. Cook, Executive Secretary, Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce,
Hyannis
Manuel Corey, Jr., Falmouth
Charles A. Coyle, Executive Secretary, Massachusetts Hotel Association
The Very Rev. Leonard J. Daley, Pastor, St. Francis Xavier Church, Hyannis
Miss Eugenia Fortes, Hyannis
Mrs. Roma M. Freeman, Physical Education & Science Teacher, Barnstable
Schools
Mrs. Walter H. Garrison, Hyannis
Jack Gravier, Falmouth
Malcolm R. Hobbs, Publisher of "The Cape Codder"
George A. Hough, Jr., Editor and Publisher, "The Falmouth Enterprise"
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Joseph Indio, Editor, "The Nantucket Inquirer"
Allan F. Jones, Contractor
James H. Kennedy. Manager, Mass. Division of Employment Security, Hyannis
John C. Linehan, Principal, Junior High School, Hyannis
Mrs. Anne Livingstone, Hyannis Woman's Club
Thomas F. McKeon. Store Manager. McLellan Stores, Hyannis
Harr>' S. Merson. Superintendent of Schools. Falmouth
Ben Morton, Secretary, Chamber of Commerce, Martha's Vineyard
Norman Nunes, Supervisor, Hood Milk Company
Mrs. Lillian Olsen. Treasurer. Hyannis Cooperative Bank
Thomas Roderick, Teen-Age group coordinator, Hyannis
Rev. Carl Fearing Schultz, D.D.. The Federated Church of Hyannis
Mrs. Ruth Schuman, Attorney. Hyannis
Miss Mar>- G. Shea, The Dennis-Yarmouth Register
Frank Simmons, Sr., Builder, East Falmouth
Warren Sperl, Assistant Treasurer, Cape & Vineyard Electric Company
Harold Spivack. Rabbi, Cape Cod Synagogue, Hyannis
Richard F. Tobin, Public Relations, Coonamesset Inn, Falmouth
Mrs. Minna Witt, Proprietor, Admiral Hotel, Hyannis
Xezv Bedford
Fred W. Steele, Chairman, Textile Engineer
Miss Laurinda Andrade. Faculty. New Bedford High School
Samuel Bamet, Special Justice. Third District Court. Bristol County
Henr>' A. Bartkiewicz, E^q., New Bedford
Walter W. Bonner, New Bedford High School
George E. Carignan. President. Greater New Bedford CIO Industrial Union
Council
Joaquim A. Custodio, Traffic Manager, Modern Venetian Blinds, New Bedford
Joseph Dawson, President, Knowles Loom Reed Works
Joseph A. DeSousa, Director of Adult Education, New Bedford Schools
Duncan Dottin. Social Worker
Joseph P. Duchaine, Industrialist. New Bedford
Alfred J. Gomes. Esq.. New Bedford
The Rev. Edward A. Hailes, Union Baptist Church, New Bedford
Miss Doris E. Hopkins, Executive Director, YWCA
Harold Hurwitz, Esq.. New Bedford
Miss Ruth B. McFadden, Superintendent of Schools, New Bedford
George F. McGovern. Works Manager, Revere Copper & Brass, Inc.
Miss Helen Mclntyre, Veterans' Employment Representative, Division of Em-
plovTnent Securitv-
Fermino J. Spencer, New Bedford School Department
Mrs. Dorothy D. Stahre, Principal, Charles S. Ashley School, New Bedford
Joseph A. Sylvia. Jr., Register of Deeds, Bristol County-
The Hon. August C. Taveira
Dr. Xenophon Thomas, NAACP
Philip F. Tripp, Executive Director, New Bedford Housing Authority
John Marcus Williams, Proprietor, Isabella's Beautv' Salon
Mrs. Frances S. Winsper, Vice Chairman, New Bedford Council of Social
Agencies
Donald Zeman, Esq., New Bedford
Mrs. Anthony Zielinsky, Vice President, Polish National Alliance; Trustee,
Polish-American Veterans Auxiliars-
North Shore
Henr\' Kozlowski, Chairman, Treasurer, Jackson & Phillips, Inc., Printers
Chester R, Arnold. Principal, Salem High School
Anthony Athanas, President, Hawthorne Restaurants, Inc., Lynn
Mrs. Mar>- Finn Berlyn, Supervisor, Adult Civic Education, Lynn Public
Schools, President, Mass. Association Teachers of Adults
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Abraham Caswell, Treasurer, Caswell-Doucette Shoe CompanfonI flqs^.ol,
Thomas D. Chatfield, President. Essex Trust Company .T .tx npnA,
Thomas J. Curtin, Director of Civic Education, Massachusetts Department of
Education
Mrs. Solomon M. Feldman, Jewish Community Federation of Greater Lynn
Abraham Glovsky, Esq., B'nai B'rith
Mrs. Charles F. Haywood, Chief Librarian, Lynn Public Library
Dr. Francis L. Keane, School Adjustment Counselor, Lynn Public Schools
John M. Lilly, General Secretary, YMCA, Lynn ,^^>nuVi n£rn r
Lawrence G. AlcGinn, Superintendent of Schools, Lynn ^ rrrHf T
Mrs. Marcia L. Memmott, Director, Women's Division, Massachusetts De-
partment of Commerce
Chester C. Nemphos, Legislative Agent and Member, Civil Rights Committee
Local 201, lUE-CIO
Mrs. William H. Nesbit, Lynn Daily Item
Norman J. Randell, Manager, Plant Community Relations, General Electric Co.
Theodore Regnante, Esq., Chairman, Board of Trustees, Lynn Public Library
Armand J. St. Laurent, Funeral Director, Lynn
Dr. William D. Washington, Member, North Shore Council, LynM' .?iM
William A. Welch, Superintendent of Schools, Peabody
Springfield .^h^l^ .W
Charles V. Ryan, Esq., Chairman
Mrs. Richard B. Anderson, Community Council, Public Affairs Committee
Archie Burack, Treasurer and General Manager, Industrial Buildings Corp.
Miss Clarace E. Gait, Head Psychiatric Social Worker, Child Guidance Clinic
>! of Springfield, Inc. i^jkoiO .Hvmicz-'i ,n;
George C. Gordon, NAACP
V: Miss Alice L. Halligan, Director of Pupil Service and Adult Education, Spring-
field Public Schools
Robert W. Hutton, Executive Secretary, Employers' Association of Western
Massachusetts
Dr. Howard P. Kennedy ^ •
Raymond T. King, Esq., Ely, King, Kingsbury & Corcoran
A. Benjamin Mapp, Executive Director, Urban League of Springfield, Inc.
Roger L. Putnam, Chairman, Package Machinery Company, East Longmeadow
Mrs. Roger L. Putnam, President, Catholic Scholarships for Negroes, Inc.
Frederick B. Robinson, Director, Museum of Fine Arts, Springfield
James J. Shea, President, Milton Bradley Company, Springfield
:; Hans B. C. Spieg^:!, Comm.unity Tensions Center, Springfield College
Mrs. Malcolm C. Webber, Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
Charles ViVenzio, Local 202, lUE-CIO - ^n^^i
^^^"^ Worcester
Andrew B. Holmstrom, Chairman. Vice President, Norton Company
Mrs. Laurence J. Bouchard, Massachusetts Parent-Teacher Association
Lyscom A. Bruce, Executive Secretary, Greater Worcester Community Chest
and Council
Rev. Hubert C. Callaghan, S.J., Director, Institute of Industrial Relations,
College of the Holy Cross
Miss S. Virginia Carrier, Executive Director, YWCA ;
Daniel J. Casale, Supervising Manager, Division of Employment Security
Frederic H. Case, Jr., Assistant Director Public Relations, United States Steel
Corporation
Thomas E. Christensen, Worcester Public Schools
Gardener G. DeMallie, President, Family Service Organizatiori:, 0.1 : . li
Dr. Leo T. Doherty, Superintendent of Schools A ,51 i^^fi^riO
Donald S. Donnelly, Mass. Division of Employment SecurityrllA ^nodinA
j Samuel J. Donnelly, A. F. of L., Worcester vjnM .aiM
Mrs. Katharine F. Erksine, YWCA Board, Worcester ,aicK>/bg
Mrs. Daniel Farber, Interracial Council of Worcester
Judge Joseph Goldberg, Chairman, Worcester Area Committee, Anti-Defama-
tion League of B'nai B'rith
Dr. Ralph L. Holland, Executive Secretar^^ Greater Worcester Area Council
of Churches
^j^l^g v.omin b^itr
Loren K. Hutchinson, Wyman-Gordon Company ' - . ,
,
Dr. Howard B. Jefferson, President, Clark University
Rabbi Joseph Klein, Temple Emanuel
Miss Anna ]Mays, Educational Chairman for New England Regional Confer-
ence, NAACP
Philip M. Morgan, President, Morgan Construction Company
Mrs. John C. Nicholson, Executive Director, Camp Fire Girls, Inc.
Harry W, Oswell, Vice President, New England Regional Conference, NAACP
Branches
Mrs. Arthur G. Perry, Worcester Council of Mothers' Clubs
Edson D. Phelps, Second Vice President, State !^Iutual Life Assurance Com-
pany of America
Mrs. Thomas L. Porter, Second Vice President, Massachusetts State Federa-
tion of Women's Clubs '^rmn L.r.ji r. rjii iq
Miss Julia E. Robinson, Worcester Board of Public Welfare"" ' f'^'f'^ "r'^ f'
Mrs. Dorothy L. Salter, President, Salter Secretarial School
Paul W. Spaulding, President, John C. Maclnnes Company
Mrs. George E. Spence, Scholarship Chairman, YWCA (a)
Roy H. Stevens, Sub-Area Director, United Steelworkers , of Americaj\'\
Carl E. Wahlstrom, Judge of Probate Court j'ldtjq h'iinfoblcii -<nsnm ,b9vIo7
Dr. Joseph Weinreb, Youth Guidance Center ^ - . r. Tf
Mrs. Richard B. Wolf, President, League of Women Voters of Worcester
ito!^ \<\ APPENDIX "~ v.AnAx'io
REPORT OF THE GOVERNOR'S CONFERENCE ON CIVIL RIGHTS
'-^ Upon the invitation of Governor Furcolo, a healthy heterogenous cross-section of
'fliscussants — some 350 realtors, bankers, lawj-ers, clergs-men, trades union leaders,
social scientists, teachers, case workers, and other interested citizens — met June 4,
1958, at Boston College Law School for a day-long examination of ways to assure
equality of opportunity in employment and housing. Eleven seminars, aflPording every
participant full opportunity for frank discussion followed the excellent opening presen-
tations by Conference Chairman John L. Saltonstall, Jr., Rev. Father Robert F.
Drinan, Dr. E. Robert Livernash, Mrs. Mildred H. Mahoney, and Charles P. Curtis,
Jt.
•
There follows a repOTt of the deliberations, and of the consensus of the findings
and recommendations of the participants in that Conference: 'J '^^^''^'^
fifii £ t£ff} inomUsvm -^niizBl bj HOUSING^ vllr.uau ax sonabreai £ isdi
4—Findings
Although the Seminar sessions naturally varied somewhat in content, range, and
tt;ne of discussion, there were consensuses on the following points
:
1
—
There is still today in Massachusetts considerable racial, religious, and ethnic
group segregation in housing. In a nation that likes to view itself as a democratic
melting-pot, strict housing segregation between various groups is at least worthy of
careful attention. Now that the state's employment laws are effectively opening up
job opportunities to minority group members, housing appears to be the most im-
mediate concern of these groups. The seminars agreed that housing segregation does
exist in Alassachusetts, but a number of important qualifications were made to this
situation.
(a) The present housing laws in the state have helped to some degree. The
success of present state laws on housing, while limited, provides encouragement that
law can affect housing segregation — even though it is not the only method available.
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The need for further strengthening of these laws was emphasized: MCAD officials
reported, for instance, that the "private housing publicly-assisted" law currently on
the books had affected only a few dwellings in the state so far.
(b) Some of the present segregation is voluntary. Some people who live in
areas inhabited almost solely by members of their own group like it that way. But
this feeling of "in-group clannishness" is particularly strong with the first generation
migrants (whether foreign or southern), much weaker with the assimilated younger
generations. As the economic opportunities improve for minorities, the younger
members of these groups seek housing they can afford and usually such better hous-
ing is not available in their ethnic group ghetto.
(c) Some of the present segregation is due to ignorance of the laws and of
opportunities on tJie part of those foreefidly segregated. In spite of the energetic
efforts of the MCAD, the discussants felt that there still remains wide-spread ignor-
ance of the housing laws which exist now. Present and future laws against housing
discrimination must be made known to all citizens in order to insure its effectiveness.
(d) Some of this segregation is due to the over-all scarcity of housing for
everybody. In many metropolitan areas (particularly Boston), obsolete assessment
practices and uneven abatement procedures together with unsound municipal financing
have resulted in exorbitant tax rates. These factors have made residential housing
for all income brackets scarce in these areas. Qearly, no new housing for anyone
means no expanded housing for minority groups.
(e) Some of the present housing segregation is due to public housing projects
being placed in already firmly entrenched ghettoes. Though no discrimination is in-
volved, racially integrated public housing has not become a reality in such Boston
Housing Authority projects as Camden Street and Lenox Street (100% of each is
all Negro) because they were placed deep in the heart of Negro ghettoes and white
families have so far refused to move into them.
2
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Many — perhaps most — of these segregated patterns of housing in Massachu-
setts, however, are a result of explicit discrimination not covered by present state laws.
Though there are qualifications to be placed on the state's housing segregation, the
discussants had little doubt that direct discrimination is an important contributor to
the situation. A number of facets to this complex phenomenon were brought out in
the meetings.
(a) Some of this discrimination in housing is a direct result of bigotry. One
of the explanations often cited to account for housing discrimination is bigotry and
prejudice on the part of majority group members. Indeed, public opinion polls have
indicated that Americans who are most opposed to interracial neighborhoods tend to
be generally more prejudiced against minority groups than other individuals. But
bigotry is only one among many factors, the discussants pointed out. Housing dis-
crimination is too complex to be merely the result of a single sovereign cause.
(b) Some of this housing discrimination is a result of deep (though unjusti-
fied) fears of majority group property owners. Realtors at the seminars pointed out
that a residence is usually the most expensive and lasting investment that a family
ever makes. Such a profound emotional and economic investment makes it easy for
fear-producing myths and rumors to be believed : "property values always tumble
downward immediately after a Negro moves into a neighborhood;" "Negroes (or
Jews, or Irish, or Italians, etc.) never repair and maintain their residences after they
move in ;" and "once a Negro (or Jew, or Irishman, or Italian) moves into a neigh-
borhood, there is an immediate and encircling invasion of them," etc. Based largely
on ignorance, such fears often keep an otherwise tolerant and open-minded property
owner from selling to some minority group member. Our best evidence available at
this time shows that these widely-believed ideas are not true. A thorough and in-
telligent dissemination of the true and reassuring facts would seem obviously called
for in any campaign to lessen housing discrimination.
(c) Some of this housing discrimination results from the fact that the present
state laws encompass only a narrow range of housing. With the success of anti-
discrimination laws in housing and employment in this and other states in mind, the
conference participants had little doubt that enforced laws can play an important role
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in reducing discrimination in housing — especially when accompanied with an inten-
sive educational program. Based on this belief and noting the restricted types of hous-
ing now covered by Massachusetts civil rights legislation, most of the seminar dis-
cussions concluded that a broadening of the present laws on housing would help re-
duce the amount of housing discrimination currently practiced. And such laws would
take the person dealing in real estate "off the hook" just as the employment dis-
crimination laws took the employer "off the hook." That is, backed by state law,
real estate dealers could open up their market in a non-discriminatory manner without
bearing the direct brunt of any potential community resistance.
(d) Some of this hoiising discrimination results from an inability of minority
groups to obtain financing and insurance. A number of discussants felt that many
minority group members were prevented from buying or building residences outside
of their present ghettoes chiefly because of their inability to secure through normal
channels the necessary financing and insurance.
(e) Some of this housing discrimination results from the lack of communica-
tion between those interested in this problem. For the first time, the Conference pro-
vided a chance for clear communication between many groups of people interested in
housing: — realtors, bankers, MCAD officials, minority group leaders, etc. The
success of this getting together and the achievement of a common understanding of
problems suggested strongly to the participants that the lack of such easy communi-
cation has in the past contributed to discrimination in housing in this state.
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The Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination offers a ready and
proven vehicle for further advances — educational, legal, and research in the area of
housing. The AICAD, all agreed, has achieved a remarkable record of efficient ad-
ministering of state efforts in the employment and housing fields. The further efforts
needed in the housing realm should be channelled and directed by an expanded
MCAD. These efforts should encompass research and fact-finding approaches, as
well as educational and legal procedures.
B—Recommendations
From these basic points of agreement a logical progression of specific recommenda-
tions were made at the Conference that were aimed squarely at combatting housing
discrimination in Massachusetts. These proposals took form under two general heads
— (1) educational and research proposals and (2) legal proposals.
1
—Educational and Research Proposals
The MCAD must widely expand its activities in the fields of education and re-
search in order to accomplish the following objectives:
(a) Minorities must be thoroughly acquainted zmth their housings rights and
property owners must be made aware of their obligations to avoid discrimination in
housing.
(b) Local panels of interested people should be organised on a permanent basis
to insure easy communication among such groups as realtors, bankers, insurance exec-
utives, MCAD officials, and minority groups leaders.
(c) Widely-publicized campaigns for open occupancy should be carried on to
acquaint the state's citizens with the official policies on housing (a suggested name
for such a campaign: DOOR — Democratic Open Occupancy Regulatiotis).
(d) Carefully prepared, state sanctioned literature should be developed and
mMde readily available to realtors, etc., that would present in simple and clear lan-
guage the facts of housing and of housing discrimijtation (zvith particular attention
being paid to the myths and rumors that persist about minority housing).
(e) A full-time, thoroughly competent social scientist (with a Ph.D. or its
equivalent in training) should be hired by the MCAD to head up a research program
which would investigate such questions as how much housing segregation exists now
in Massachusetts, how much of this segregation can be reasonably attributed to dis-
crimination, and what are the best methods for relieving the unjustified fears of
property owners.
2
—Legal Proposals
(a) The MCAD should be given the authority to enter into the decisions re-
garding projected locations of new public housing projects. This proposal is aimed
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at preventing the placement of new renewal projects deep in the center of ghettoes
in such a way as to make racial or religious or ethnic group integration virtually
impossible.
(b) Legislation should be sought to prohibit discrimination in the granting of
bank loans and in the writing of real estate insurance.
(c) It is the majority recommendation that legislation be sought to prohibit
discrimination in private housing.
II. EMPLOYMENT
. I—findings
It was the consensus that the present law against employment discrimination is
entirely adequate and no new legislation is called for at present. Nevertheless, there
was a strong feeling that despite the present law, discrimination continues to exist in
some parts of the employment field, e.g., banking, utilities, insurance, and in appren-
tice training.
B—Recommendations
1—The MCAD should expand its research and educational program in order to :
(a) Investigate the continued existence of pockets of discrimination.
(b) Prepare and disseminate materials which may assist school personnel and
others in further acquainting the public, including children of minority groups and
their parents of educational and employment opportunities protected by existing
statutes.
2—Regional or local conferences on Civil Rights and Civil Duties in Employment,
similar in pattern and intent to the Governor's Conference of June 4, 1958, should
be held throughout the Commonwealth, and the MCAD should initiate and develop
such conferences.
3—The Executive Department of the state government should encourage the State
Department of Education and the state units of the National Vocational Guidance
Association to suggest to the vocational guidance and social studies personnel of local
school systems the desirability of intensifying their relationships with representatives
of industry, labor, the MCAD and other pertinent state agencies, and appropriate
youth-serving community agencies for the purpose of enriching their mutual servicing
of young people relative to training for employment and job placement.
A—The Executive Department of the state government should recommend to local
governmental leaders that they encourage the setting up of apprenticeship committees
in their cities and towns in co-operation with the Apprenticeship Training Division
of the State Department of Labor and Industries.
5—Legislation should be introduced to require that all prime and sub-contracts let
by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts should include provisions for the formal
training of apprentices in all critical occupations as so defined by the Secretary of
Labor without regard to race, color, religion or national origin. The Federal govern-
ment should be urged to adopt a similar provision.
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—State legislation should be considered which would require that out-of-state
recipients of Massachusetts government contracts not discriminate against any em-
ployee or applicant for employment because of race, color, religion, or national origin
in connection with their work on such contracts.
III. MASSACHUSETTS COMMISSION AGAINST
DISCRIMINATION
There is a real need to increase the annual budget of the MCAD. Present staff
salaries are far too low, and the work of the Commission definitely requires a quali-
fied Research Director and funds for educational work including printing, publicity,
and related services.
Of the twelve states having anti-discrimination programs, Massachusetts stands
seventh in terms of per capita expenditures by its Commission Against Discrimina-
tion and sixth as to absolute dollar appropriations.
It is therefore recommended that the MCAD budget be increased by a minimum
of $50,000, per annum.
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IV. FURTHER CONFERENCES
There was general agreement that the Governor's Conference, as conceived and
carried out, was such a success that it should be repeated. It is therefore recom-
mended that similar statewide conferences be held in Massachusetts biennially.
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